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Bnitiation IVe'eEr faces changes
By Debbie Shepherd
- Initation week has been under
scrutiny for the past few years, ac-
cording to Bosco Possidente. presi-
dent of the Beta Kappa PhL As part
of this scntinj the Dean of Students
4 Office is sponsoring a series of lee-tar- es,
one of which was Eileen
Stevens on September 23, on intia-tio- n
procedures and hazing. Change
is the word most associated with the
initation discussion.
"The changes hare been a long
time coming," says Patrick
Donegan, president of the Phi Sigma
Alpha section. He is " looking for-
ward to being part of the changes."
Chris Baayay, Kappa Chi. president
says,"The changes are for the best
It's a growing movement in the
country and we hare to more with
the time.
VJotaon's Resource Center
By Carrie ACison
. The Women's Resource Center,
whose office is located in Lowry next
to the SGA office, swung into action
this year with a weekend retreat
from September 14th - 15th at
Pilgrim Hills Camp, about an hour
away from the College of Wooster
campus. The retreat provided an op
portunity for women and men in
terested m women's issues to get ac-
quainted and get involved while en
joying tne beautiful setting of roiling
hills and turning leaves. The four-
teen who went along included Jayne
Cum. new this year to the nosition of
n Ttean f fifnfonta mnA
Director of Comnpton Hall, and Gib
Kirkham, a 185 graduate of
Wooster working as an ad-
ministrative intern and Director of
Wagner HalL They provided the
WBC members with much needed
administrative input and support,
and Culp will continue to maintain
this link throughout the year. All
nine staff members of the WBC were
also present, and they included
Joanna Ifills. Director; Laura
Bickard and Kate Dalley, Program
ing; Amy carter and Jennifer Sim-
mons, Publications; Patti Murphy,
7.5. grants may he available
The College has recieved money
from the Joyce Foundation for the
current academic year and the nextr
two academic years for grants "to
develop and offer an optional
enhancement of LS. projects which
would permit students access to na-
tional resources through travel to
specialised libraries. Interviewing
major figures in a field, using na-
tionally reputed scholars as readers
of their theses, etc. The resulting
research would assure professional
quality and likely publication (or ap--
recognition) for the pro-ec- L"Jiropriate
Grants of up to Several hundred
dollars are available to currentjuniors and seniors to support in-
dependent study projects. A com-
mittee consisting of the persons
listed below has been established to
administer the grants.
The committee has decided to in-
terpret the "etc." in the above state-
ment to inelude monies for. y , y , y ,- -
The changes are already obvious
in some of the sections and dobs.
"We have discovered ourselves and
revitalized the section," Possidente
comments. MIt!s pulled the section
together as a group. It's presented
us with a challenge to revamp the
whole initation week from old tradi-
tions with no meanings to new tradi-
tions that have meaning to the sec-
tion and the pledges," Possidente
adds. John Faust, president of Phi
Omega Sigma, says, "We wont have
to change much. We teach the
pledges something not pull
something over on them."
The changes have been met with
some opposition, but the vast ma-jority of Greeks are excited about
the changes. "Last year was the end
of the opposition," says Possidente.
Banyay commented that there was
Publicity; Debby Lewis, Coor-
dinator of Special Events; Jennifer
ACison. Media Coordinator; and
Terri Barta, Office Management
The WBC had a full agenda for the
short weekend, a testimony to thefact that they have set their sights on
a number of significant goals for the
18S5-18S- S year. By discussing the
contemporary issues of the Women's
Movement and haw thanm rltspecifically to the College of
wooster, they were able to leave
with a better idea of bow they felt
abou the issues personally, and as agroup. By focusing on those im-
provements needed at Wooster to
better the status of all women on
eamnna. nrnfeiwnr and the atndenta
alike, participants were able to lay
down plans for one of the most ex-
citing years of programing that the
WBC has offered vpt Ifilia nnlntol
out one of the major goals of the
retreat, saying, "Before we can
really begin to work, it's important
for US to know each other rwvml
and as activists." From this
ddiscovery of individuals and group
convictions earn ivifmimi nf all
that could be accomplished together
-- The development of an ap-
propriate research instrument to
gather information; a questionnaire
to federal or state officials would be
an example;
-- Registration fee to attend a con-
ference on the topic of the indepen-
dent study; and
Purchase of supplies and equip-
ment with the understanding that
any equipment becomes property of
the College and not the student or the
advisor, and that these funds are not
intended to replace monies for
equipment that are currently fur-
nished by departments.
.
Students should apply for a grantby following these guidelines:
1. By no later than October 15 sub-
mit through his or her advisor a 1-p- age
proposal; the proposal should
be addressed to F.W. Cropp,
chairperson of the selection committee-
--,v.
, '.'
some problems, but it will help the
college. "No one was sure what they
could and could not do," Donegan
says.
A better relationship between the
administration and the clubs and
sections has already developed.
"There is more trust between the
section and the administration. The
administration makes suggestions
and lets us go." comments
Possidente. "There is an open and
better relationship between the ad--m
lustration and us and the rest of
the college community," echos
Banyay. "Better overall relation-chip- s
this section and the ad-
ministration," adds Donegan.
"Greek life is great. This is the
best year Greeks have had. And we
are going places," concluded
Possidente.
retreat
through the WBC, such as the
securing of a seat on Campus Coun-
cil and bringing more women facul-
ty members to Wooster.
One concrete programing event!
for which groundwork was laid was
Women's Week, taking place from;
Monday, October I4tn tnrouga1
Thursday, October 17th. The guests
who win eome to Woosterduring this
week win offer an students a chance
to celebrate women, both their past
contributions and their future poten- -
tiaL Some of the most notable events
wfll be a lecture on the 14th at 7:30
p.m. by Professor of Navajo and In-
dian Studies, Peggy Scott; a per-
formance on the 15th at 8:00 p.m. by
the music group, "Women of the
Calabash"; a lecture on the 16th at
8:15 by the Director of the Texas Of-
fice of the State-Feder- al Relations,
sarah Weddington; Women's Health
Day on the 17th lecture at 7:00 p.m.
by psychologist Georgia Wilrin-Lano- O,
PhJ. Working demonstra
tions by women artists will also take
place from 11:00 a.m. to 700 pjn. at
the Lowry Center Lounge as the
WBC presents "A New Perspective
on Tradition: Women Artists of the
Arts and Crafts." A celebration Is
- 2. Include in the proposal the
specific way(s) that grant monies
wffl be used and the amount re-
quested.
3. Attach a brief statement from
the advisor to assure the committee
that this proposal has been discuss-
ed in detail and that the advisor joins
the student in the expectation that
the "resulting research would
assure professional quality and like-
ly publication (or appropriate
recognition)." .
Any questions about the program
should be referred to members of
the Committee.
David Guldin, Sociology
Joanna James, C-1&- 90
John Wells, C-29- 8S
F.W. Crpp, Geology
Outdoor sculpture by Dean Morrison was created as part of Walter
Zurkn's Sculpture n class, the class
floor scuptnre an over tne couefo
also planned this year in the com-
memoration of the WBCs 10th an-
niversary.
Despite aU these ambitious pro-jects, Mffls stresses the fact that the
primary goal of the WBC is to repre-
sent the concerns of women on the
campus. This can be accomplished
in-- a number-- of ways, -- including"
education, me women's studiesDepartment at Wooster is working
hard to increase its potential for
educating students concerning
women's issues, and it is through the
Women's Studies Department that
the students can challenge
themselves to confront the past, pre
sent and future of women in the
world. Three staff members of the
WBC are in fact Women's Studies
majors, Joanna Mills, Debby Lewis,
and Jennifer Allison. The WBC also
provides support for women as a
group and supply resources, such as
its newly reorganized library under
the supervision of Terri Barta.
Films and talks by the WBC
members tailored to the needs of
specific groups are also available
upon request. This is all a part of the
WBCs second main goal, which
V.
1 1
has been experimenting with out
campus. .
. .
Mffls says is to "continue to do
outreach."
In order for an this effort to'
benefit the College of Wooster, it is
essential the students get involved
as cum says, "whether that means
attending programs or suggesting'
ideas." She goes on to point out that,.
by this naxuctoauon they can "far
ther their own development and
their views on women's issues."
Mffls urges an those to visit the WKC
since "another leadership transi
tion" wffl be taking place at the end
of this year, and positions wffl open
for those able and willing to fffl
them. Applications - for staff
members wffl be available next
semester.
Th WUP Mmtihti a nlnralitv of
views, and Mffls feels that this
strengthens its effectiveness
heeanae thev can 'Incorporate
divesity into what we do." Mffls
sums up the WBC philosophy with
tne statement, ine emer u w
people who are involved m n.
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TEae Dededgit Voice
IVoosfer lacfis a common
community
Column By Ida Williams
There's a lot going on this weekend. There's parties,
movies, a big football game, parades, a bonfire, a dance
and many other special events. Homecoming usually
offers those activities, not the least of which Is having
the alumni return to their memories and recall past
events of their college days. Homecoming is an exciting
time when people look both at the past and to the future.This year's theme, A Tradition of Excellence, re-
inforces the emphasis of pride that Homecoming brings
to campus. Homecoming tries to bring the campus
together into a common community, and also en-
courages the broadening of that community through thejoining of its former and present ones. Homecoming is a
time in which the campus is truly a college community,
with a common goal (beat the other team), common
meeting places and common experiences. But, un-fortunately, this community seems only to occur on the
campus for a single weekend a year,. The rest of the timethe College is divided into factions and MHnna whfh
never seem to converge into a
One of the bi??est advantages tn attonrllno' a nl1ra
the size of Wooster is that it is
involved in. Its size should also contribute to the
closeness of its programs, education and feeling of a
common campus community. But I don't see that hap-pening at Wooster. The campus educational system is so
small enough tn reaiiv Ko
encourages nne'c cHitcs.
uiversuiea, ana lis siuuenis involved in SO many OIZ-fere- ntthinzs that sometimes is seems a if the rniieero isjust a backdrop to seperate campus activities. In fact,
the Whole emohasis of the Wooster education l tha Tn.
deDedent Studv. a nroiect that
whole.
tion to be done on one's own, not in the role of a com-
munal education.
I think we have an excellent opportunity, because of
Wooster's size, to have the entire campus become part
of the education process, not just departments to seg-
ment our learning. The education at Wooster is very
good, but even for a liberal arts school I think somewhat
divided. There is no common campus community. Try
thinking of something that the campus life offers that
everyone can relate to. It's difficult because there isn't
one. Why? One would think that with a college the size of
Wooster a common community would be relatively easy
to create.
By encouraging students, faculty and staff to attend
the events that the College does have planned for com-
mon education a real community can begin to be form-
ed. In past years the Convocation has offered a special
meeting time for all students to see each other in a lear-
ning environment no matter what the major. But
students aren't attending those. In the past the
Freshman Seminar program was mandatory for all in-
coming freshmen, thus giving them a solid, commonbackground as they became upperclassmen. But these
are no longer required. The only thing still shared by
everyone on campus is I.S., an indepentent project bet-
ween a student and faculty member.
Wooster needs something to bring its students
together into a common campus community. Wooster
needs its students to remember why they are here, to
take advantage of all Wooster has to offer and to feel apart of something special. Perhaps a better emphasis on
community within campus could help eveyone in their
Wooster experience. Perhaps a better education could
be achieved by remembering that one learns just as
much from people on campus as from classes.
TheVJMte
Liberal;
Friend or Foe
Dear Editor,
Since they are a wgre that the pro
blem in this country is white racism.
why do they not address themselves
to the white world? In an effort to
answer these Questions one bad to
come to the painful conclusion that
the liberal is in tact appeasing his
own conscience, or at best is eager to
demonstrate his Identification with
the black people only insofar as it
does not sever allhis ties with people
on his side of thecolor une.
Steve Biko
A friend of mine, who I would con-
sider a white liberal because of her
relative knowledge of Black culture
and because she has friendships
won momauai bucks here at The
College of Wooster, insists that
ajshe is not racist, and b)Blacks
have complained too much about
racism because it is not a big pro-
blem here at C.O.W. After au, she
maintains, some of her best friends
are Black and they don't seem to be
suffering.
The fact that she is relatively
aware of a Black community at
Wooster and has friends within this
community is encouraging. Yet it is
this fact which can be most damag
Ing to the whites at Wooster. The
white liberal suffers from the affile
tion of racism the most because of
his simple denial of this affliction
within him or her. He or she admits
that other whites are racist but con
siders himself or herself above such
feelings because of his friends in the
Buck community. However, know
ing a few Blacks on campus does not
a)magically erase all manifesta
tions of racism or b)give this person
the right to judge the severity of
racism on campus when they have
never even experienced if
themselves!
So how does a white individual
sincerely go about creating a change
which would lessen the cause and ef-
fects of individual and collective
racism on campus? I feel this can
basically be achieved by following a
four part process which I want to
label Project A.B.E.A.. or
Awareness, Recognition, Education,
and Action. Elementary as it may
sound, whites must first become
aware of the Black community at
Column by Ian M. Fried
As President, Reagan
inging back pride to the
can be good, but this new
strange twist. Along with the
ting to be entertained by violence against enemies ox the
U.S.A. The popularity of Bambo is an example of the
connection.
It seems that in order for this new nationalism to be
expressed, a person must hold the American nag in one
hand, while the other is punching a communist. Thedangerous aspects of our newfound pride is twofold. We
are forgetting the past and we are becoming a more
violent society.
The Rambo syndrome
Sylvester Stallone goes to
nam War by blowing up every person in sight, and
becomes the hero of the moviegoing public. I am curious
as to who children will think won the Vietnam War when
their history lessons are taught by Sylvester Stallone or
Chuck Norris.
An even more frighteningjoyment people get from watching violent acts. The
more numb we get when it comes to violence, the more
we will accept violence as the answer to our problems. If
these are considered positive aspects of nationalism,
then maybe we should examine our goals more closely.
C.O.W.. a STOUD which is talented.diversified, and unioue. with need
mat wmtes cant fulfill, such aiHarambee House. Second, recogni-
tion that racism does occur on can.pus, individually and collectively, no
miner now '-libe- ral" the white stu-dent or faculty member is.
TBirdlV. edneation R1.V
oiucues; concerning Black-- enirnrpride, and history is essentialbecause it is SUCh an integral ni ntAmerican me. to so urouzn fonryears at Wooster without learning
about a culture different from that of.
me majority (white) la tn Hiw
u - a i. . . .vuci jvuraeu m Knowledge and ex-perience, esneciallv it nevWrinff thm
cuiiure. rne xourth and final
step is action, a step which the whiteliberal usually neelects. Bv action r
refer to talking to and working withOther whites whose rjeraonalifv rnn.
tains the ugliness of racism. Notperpetuating racism can h rfnn in.finally or in a group, in the form
of "rap" sessions or in a more for-
mal presentation. On wHnotOctober 16th, there will be a oralgram co-sponso- red by Shearer
ouse and the ircmniM e.
vironmental board which willdiscuss the nature of stereotypes
and find out how Others feel ahon H
also. The effects of racism ean ha
noticeably changed on cimnti Kntbnly if the majority chooses to do so.Admitting that racism is a nroblpm
PlenTn' tt individually is noMi?tloL.ftnlftemming
Box1573
has gotten a lot of credit for br
American nag. This, I agree,
wave ox nationalism has a
pride, Americans are star
displays both of these aspects.
Vietnam, refirhts the Viet
aspect of this rage is the en
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Divestment
By Thorn Kuehls
The Board of Trustees of the Col
lege of Wooster will be on campus
October 17-1-9 tots fall. An issue they
will be considering is that of divest
ment.
Two weeks ago, I made a general
appeal to the College and the Board
for divestment This week, and in
subsequent weeks, I will be looking
at specific questions of the divest
ment issue. This week: Who will
divestment hurt the most?
To me. the argument that divest
ment will hurt the blacks more is
similar to the argument that the
abolition of slavery would hurt the
slaves the most. One must be aware
of the blacks' situation. They are
suffering right now. Foreign invest'
ment has done nothing to alleviate
this suffering. If change does not
come soon and peacefully, they will
continue to suffer. "Divestiture is
the one possible strategy which
could well resolve our crisis with a
minimum of violence." Bishop Tutu
told the Indiana University Board of
Trustees Friday September 20.
People are willing to sacrifice theirjobs because they're not willing to
prosper as slaves," he added. Re
cent Gallup polls support Tutu's
claim. These polls show that 80 per
cent of black South Africa favors in-
ternational sanctions against their
government.
Along with this, there is evidence
that divestment is working. This
month's Business week's cover
story reports an exodus from South
Africa of such well-know- n U.S. com
panies as Apple Computer. Coca
Cola, General Foods. Pepsico, ana
International Harvester. Eighteen
firms in the past year have halted all
or part of their South African opera-
tions. This action has induced the
leaders of the South African
business community to negotiate
with the outlawed African National
Congress. It is obvious that the
business leaders of South Africa are
the ones feeling the crunch of divest-- j
ment. not the 99 percent of the black
labor force that is not employed by
U.S. corporations; divestment does
not directly affect their lives.
However, when the business leaders
begin negotiating with the AN C for a
peaceful solution to the problem, an
action which President Botha label
ed treasonous, one can see how
divestment can affect their lives.
Divestment is demonstrating its
positive force for peaceful change.
Violence is the other alternative.
Peace will certainly hurt less.
To conclude. Tutu relayed a
message to the Indiana U. Trustees,
which like Wooster's have not
divested: "The message we're
receiving is that blacks are expen-
dable. I hope that's not the message
you are trying to send.
OCTOBER 5
THERE WILL BE A SCN
AND ALUMNI MEETING
FROM 5:30 TO 7:00 P.M.
IN LOWRY CENTER PIT
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
MARCH BEHIND THE
SCN BANNER IN THE
HOMECOMING PARADE
MEET AT 11:30 A.M. IN
HOLDEN PARKING LOT.
The Wrfter's Sloe!:
God spelled bacdnards
By Andrew Mayer
Bringing my laundry down to the
basement I am faced by the grim
reality that although Babcock
houses over 100 students, it contains
only two washers.- - Doing some quick
mental calculation I realize that if
each student does only three loads a
week, and each load takes one half
an hour it would take about seven
and a half days a week to get all the
laundry done
Peering around the door of the
laundry room I am completely ana
utterly unsurprised to find that both
machines are in use. Bending over
to refill one is Carl. He is already on
his second load and has an eye on the
third. "Hi Carl."
"Hi Andy," he replies. "How you
doing?"
"Alright I guess," except that the
heat of the laundry room iscaasing
me to break out into a sweat. "Is one
of those machines going to be free
anytime in the near future?"
Carl pulls his head from out of the
depths of the machine. "You can
use this one if you want to wait a half
hour."
Thanking him I throw my clothes
on the laundry room table and
trudge upstairs to wait for a
machine to be free. As I reach my
door Eric walks by. "Read your ar
ticle. Thought it was pretty gooa."
I spin around. "Thanks Eri..
He's gone, on his way to the library
or some such place. I trudge into my
room and throw some Brian Eno on
to the turn-tabl-e. "It sure has been a
hell of a long day for a Sunday," I
mutter to myself, realizing that I am
slowlv falling asleep.
Suddenly there is a knock at the
door. I expect it to be Eric, postpon
ing bis trip to the library in order to
use me as a test animal for some
psychbology trick he's just learned,
but I open the door to see "rauii
Hi!"
Paul lumbers through my door
and drops hs ever present knapsack
to the ground. "Hi Andy!" He falls
into one of our two lounge chairs,
and although they may one day have
extreme archaeological value, I find
them both to be extremely un
comfortable. Paul seems to enjoy
them. "I was just riding with my
religion prof from Cleveland and he
gave me scientific proof of the ex-
istence of God!"
I look at my watch and wonder if
any of the washing machines have
pened up in the last two minutes.
Paul can we save this conversation
for later? My mind has just manag-
ed to return from an extended vaca-
tion nd I was hoping to use it to catch
up on my study of the phenomenon of
sleep."
Paul, missing the hint, continues
on. No, really, He explain ea to me
that our concetption of God is actual-
ly just a three dimensional represen-
tation of a four dimensional being ! "
That's neither scientific, nor pro
of." I fade back into the comforting
sounds of Eno.
"Well, it's better than being an
atheist like you are
I place my fingertips together in!
an effort to give an air of authority.
I never said that I was an atheist,
Paul, I just believe that if there is an
ultimate being, he's well beyond the
realm of human comprehension.
And believing that, far be it from me
to be so presumptuous as to try and
explain his existence."
Paul remains silent ror a moment
and the idea for a story about God as
a Dachsund flashes through my
mind. "You treated my chosen
people like animals!" he says.
"Now all you humans are in deep
shit!" I immediately reject the
idea as too avant garde for modern
taste.
"Well if you're going to be that
way about it." He picks up bis pack
and prepares to leave. "But I think
that you're being ignorant." As he
walks out the door he looks over his
shoulder. "Dinner at five? I hear
they're having swiss steak."
I nod my head. Ashe walks away I
yell out the door after him. " And if
there was a God why would he allow
us to eat swiss steak?" Paul looks at
me with disgust, but I suddenly
realize I'm going to spend the rest of
the afternoon pondering this ques-
tion. Maybe I'll discover the reason
why Babcock has only two washers
while I'm at it.
College Bonl begins soon
By Bob Murphy
College Bowl, "The Varsity Sport
of the Mind," is an event sponsored
by the Association of College Unions
International, of which the College
of Wooster is a member. It is held in
colleges across the country. There
are 15 regions of competition, the
College of Wooster falling into the
Seventh region. Competition con
sists of two teams of four people and
one alternate, respectively. These
teams are asked Questions in
general knowledge areas (i.e
almost anything) by a moderator for
points, with each match lasting for
around 20 minutes. All questions
have been authenticated by TIME
inc. for this double elimination tour
nament. The matches will be held at
6:30 p.m. in front of the pit at Lowry
Center.
College Bowl registration for
preliminary matches starts on Oc
tober 1st and runs through the 4th.
Registration will be held in the
Lowry Center lobby during lunch
and dinner of those days. The
preliminary matches run October 7
10 and are designed to get teams ac-
quainted with the format of the
game. Registration iot tne lourna
ment itself will be on the 5th and 6th
nt Nnvumhor. affain during lunch
and dinner at Lowry Center. Actual
competition between teams win oc-
cur November 11-1- 4 and 18-2- 0.
In order to register, you must have
la group of five C.O.W. students, a
team captain, and a team name, ai
tho ond of the tournament, the team
finishing first will advance to the
region 7 (Ohio and Michigan; com-
petition at Ohio State University.
Junior John Fanselow has been
chosen by the S.A.B. as the chair
man of the College Bowl committee
this year. He is very enthusiastic
ahout the upcoming event. "College
Bowl is a great way for students to
show off their xnowieage oi ine
things going on around them, while
having loads of fun at the same
time," he said. Members of the
committee are: Jerry Williams,
David Sick, Patti Murphy, Jennifer
Simmons, Palani Sakthivel, Rainy
Laux, Elizabeth Bowne. Aloke Raj
Banerjee, and Judy Rich. Anyone
wishing to join the committee of help
in any way, or with any other ques-tion- s,
should contact these
people- - ' .
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Qvcry Occday
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Williams, Professional Associate
Arts Ministry
The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
Graduate And Professional
School Opportunities
The Ohio State University
Faculty and staff representatives of the following departmentspro-
grams will visit your campus to discuss educational and career
opportunities:
Anthropology
Biological Sciences
Business Administration (MBA)
Chemistry
Mathematics
Preventive Medicine
Public Administration
Psychology
Sociology
Statistics
Students, faculty and staff are invited to meet informally with The
Ohio State representatives anytime between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
on October 9 in the Lounge of the Lowry Center (Union Building).
If further information is required, please contact your career counseling
and placement office.
The Ohio State University
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'Slow Dance on The Hitting
Ground' to be performed
1
V
via
S
News Services
Martin McDougall (left) as Glas and Tracy Upton as Randall in the
Stage Right Reporatory Company production of "Slow Dance on theKilling Ground" being shown on the campus this weekend.
DeLuca takes the stage
By Mary Cox
Under the glare of four spotlights
Bill DeLuca paces the stage in
baggy pants and rolled --up sleeves,
caught up in the intensity, with his
frequent hand gestures. "That scene
can be worked endlessly," he says
with fervor to the cast. He interacts
with them, engaging them with a
dramatic enthusiasm, he asks ques-
tions and he challenges.
Surprisingly, DeLuca is not an ac-
tor or even by nature a performer.
"I prefer to be behind the scenes,"
says DeLuca, who is actually em-
barrassed by the spotlight. Deluca
describes himself as a secretly shy
and reflective person and feels there
was a certain fear instilled in him as
a child which made him inhibited,
yet also restless. DeLuca once con-
sidered the priesthood and even pro-
fessional baseball as a career. He
explains, "I broke away from sports
because I didn't like the menta-
lityit became too safe for me."
When he entered Villanova Col-
lege in 1968, bis mind was set study-
ing to be a business or psychology
major. While there, however, he
"took a one hundred and eighty
degree turn" in his life and
discovered the theater. The world of
the stage offered him the passion
and intensity he desired, and the
chance to devote himself to it fully
attracted him. "In the theater,"
says DeLuca," I'm always challeng-
ed. I ean never walk into the theater
with the feeling of knowing what I'm
going to do."
One of the biggest decisions of his
life was the decision to go to New
York City. As a struggling actor,
DeLuca recalls, "I waited on many
tables" but that and anxiously
awaiting the phone calls for breaks,
did not satisfy him. Deciding to pur-
sue directing, DeLuca became the
assistant to freelance director
Barnett Kellman. As a director.
DeLuca sees himself as a "craft-
sman of the theater" rather than an
artist.
Another large step was his deci-
sion to go to graduate school for
directing. While in New York,
DeLuca applied to the Yale School of
Drama on a whim. Though at the
time he "couldn't believe I got in,"
he received his M.F.A. degree and
directed theater programsat the
Yale Repertory Theater and the
Yale Drama School. Though rehear-
sals were often for eight hours a day,
the pay-of- f at Yale was being able to
work with and learn from famous
and talented people. DeLuca also
met an actress named Anne te there
who is now his wife.
With New York and the Ivy
League behind him, Deluca now
finds himself at the College of
Wooster as Visiting Assistant Pro-
fessor in the Theater Department,
for a year. He is teaching Theater
History and an introductory acting
class, as well as directing Chekhov's
"The Cherry Orchard."
"The Cherry Orchard" will be per-
formed October 23 through October
26, 1985 in Freedlander Theatre.
The Stage Right Repertory Com
pany's production of William
Hanley's psychological drama
"Slow D a nee on tne Killing urouna
will be presented October 2-- 5 at 8:15
p.m. at the College of Wooster's
Schoolroy Theatre. Two of the per-
formances will coincide with col-
lege's homecoming weekend, Oc-
tober 4-- 6.
The play's action revolves around
three characters: Randall, a black
youth being hunted by the police;
Glas, a German shopkeeper who has
chosen the sanction of his store
rather than face the outside world,
and Rosie, a pregant, unmarried col-
lege student.
Randall and Rosie go to the shop
and are able, along with Glas, to
momentarily escape the outside
world that is the kiling ground. It is
within the confines of the dingy shop
that they are forced to face
themselves and each other in an at-
mosphere highly charged with
danger, always aware of the more
imminent danger awaiting them on
the killing ground.
Cast members are Tracy Upton as
Randall, Paula Baab as Rosie and
Martin McDougall as Glas. Annette
Jefferson, chairman of the college's
theater department, is director. Col-
lege of Wooster alumna Monica
Bowin directed the play during the
summer.
General admission tickets are S4.
Senior citizens will be admitted for
12. Tickets may be reserved by call-
ing or visiting the college's
Freedlander Theatre box office,
open from noon to 2 p.m. and from 4
to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.
The box office phone number is
F . your convenience :
Flair Trove!
Consultant's
346 E. 9owman St.
Book now tor :
Thanksgiving and :
Christmas
Call
264-650- 5
Your EURAiLPASS !
headquarters :
JUST CFF THE. :
COLLEGE CAMPUS :
Registered OMo Travel Age.it
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kll surely become on Iratan best seller.
Our new and jukif roost beef sandwich.
Sliced Iftin. Piled hioh. Flanked by our fresh
fries ond o lorpe drink of your choice.
Believe us, once you pick this on up, you
won t won! to put rf down oqomv
Good only with this cd
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Slutfcflanding Seniors to be piclied tomorrow
Tamra "Tammy"
I
f
Allen Is a
Ptvcholoffr maior from Sturgis,
Ifichisan. She was co-iptU-n of the
Volleyball this year, has been quite
InyolTed in Big Sisters and has been
the supervisor of telephone opera-
tions for the past three years, as well
as being a member oxtne ima.
v
w - .
TVnn Dannli la n Knriish malar
from Philadelphia. He lias worked
on Campus council as ine cnairper-- i
son for the special racism use iorce,
and has worked on HartHouse. He is
an T i it iTMinlM. ham worked in
student employment for the past two
years, as weu as prenamg u ua
bsa presiaeni. tie nas won sever
awaros m trace ana nas won aHhtr. V-- ' -
M
V
4r ;
J
Laurie Campbell Is an English major zrom Alliance, sne is the SJLB.
chairperson and has been Involved
In Every Women's House, Is a track
nurdler, has played Soeeer and is a
member of the Wooster Dance Com
pany.
n
'
i ii m in - n
1
And Dans-l-a la a BioloffV mitor
from Lake Forest, Illinois. He has
been a member of the Varsity Soe-
eer team, the Buckaroo Bike Fan
Club, was the chairperson ox tne
Ifusic and Entertainment Commit-
tee of SJLB. and has been very in-
volved in Big Brothers.
v
. f
I A -
'1
PriscIIla Cooper is a Sociology ma-jor from Cleveland. She has been a
chairperson of the Black Forum
Committee of the S.A.B., has served
as president of the Gospel Chior, has
worked In the Freedlander Theatre
box office as well as being involved
In the Women's Resource Center.
Charles "Chuck" Ryan is a
Chemistry major from Grover City,
Pennsylvania. A member of Beta
Kappa Phi section, he has been a
RJL for two years, as well as an
SJLB. chairperson for two years,
the chemistry club president and
Admissions tour guide and served on
the SJLB. Finance Committee.
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Julie Ferguson is a Geology-Politic- al
Science major from Akron.
As the S.GJL president this year,
she has also served as the student
Relations Trustee chair, has served
on Campus Council, has been Involv-
ed in Chorus, Soccer Big Sisters and
served as the Geology Club Presi
dent.
:. X": ' f
'
: ,4 V
Andy Wert is a History major from
Dayton. A member of the Judicial
Board, he has been on tne uean-- s
list, was a National Presidential
Scholar, served on the SJLB. per-
forming Arts Committe and has
studied Zulu history at The Universi-
ty nt ranofnwn. He is also a
chairperson on Campus Councfl.
team i i
Marda Obermillerls a History ma-jor from Canton. She is an RJL Is
Compton has been mvoivea m nau
councils and program boards, has
been a representative for SJLA.,
organized the Vietnam Symposium ,
has been involved In the AlumnMn- -
residence program and plays
volleyball and lacrosse.
1.
Tyrone WHIiams is an Instrumental
Musle Major from Washington D.C
Nominated by Earam bee House and
interclub Council, he has been an
RJL for two years, was the founder
and director of the wooster Gospel
Cbior and has participated m the
wooster Jan Band for the past four
rears. He also has been a president.
tbONAACF.
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major leads the way...
y Carrie Aspi
The College of Wooster Marching
Scot Band has a new drum major
wielding the mace thif year.
Sophomore Brad Anderson from
Troy, Ohio has taken oyer the posi-
tion held by IMS graduate Tim
Slater for four years. How does he
like leading the 102 members wear-
ing the Madeod tartan?
r'lf$ a lot of fun." he says. He has
high hopes for the coming season,
which began at home on September
14 with a victory against John Car-
roll University. Before the last
drum tap is sounded and the Mar-
ching Scots hang up their marching
spats on November 9, Anderson
hopes to give the erowds a season of
halftime shows that they won't soon
forget. Hopefully, along with the
final football score and the empty
Coke cups, they'll take home
memories of good music and crisp
driUwork.
Anderson began work on August 21
with the start of band camp. Over
the summer he studies scores and
drill charts in order to prepare
himself. During band camp, a week
before classes, band practiced eight
hours a day in preparation for the
season, cutting that down to six
hours a day once Freshmen Orienta-
tion began. After band camp ended
on the 28th, the regular practice
shedule took effect. Band members
meet from 4 pm to 6 pm on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, from 4 pm to 5 pm on
Fridays in preparation for away
games, and from 10 am to 11 am in
preparation for home games.
During band camp, Anderson
taught drill, or the actual marching
steps that compose a show, and
generally helped out as needed by
troubleshooting." as he calls it.
His responsibilities remain much
the same now that classes have
started. Of course, his real chance
to shine comes each Saturday, when
he warms op the band and conducts
them in their performance. "It took
a while to get comfortable in front of
the band,' he says, but now things
are falling into place.
Actually, Anderson began easing
into hes new role last semester,
when he was playing baritone in the
concert band. Someone suggested to
him that he try out for drum major,
since he had fust finished marching
with the Scots and had four years of
high school band experience under
his belt Did he immedately grab a
maee and go to work? "I laughed,"
he says, at first Then, the sugges-
tion beghan to sound better and bet-
ter. He bagan to prepare himself for
the rigorous audition, designed to
select the best drum major from the
three competitors. He had to master
chart reading, in order to teach drill,
conducting vocal commands, and
macework. Competency in all of
these areas had to be demonstrated
to a panel of judges. To cap it off, he
was interviewed not only by Wooster
band director Nancy Ditmer. but by
former Wooster band director Stuart
ling, Wooster High School band
director Jim Byo, and former drum
major Tim Slater. And, after all of
this, he admits, "I still have a lotto
learn."
Ditmer is quite enthusiastic about
the job that he has been doing. She
feels that he and the band have a
good rapport and notes that "the
band's behind him all the way."
This is an important factor in a suc-
cessful season, and it also makesher
numerous responsibilities a bit more
manageable. She is optimistic about
the band's progress and mentions
Anderson's help gratefully, in addi-
tion to the help of two 185 graduates
and former band member, Dave
Rhoad and Chester Andrews.
What does Anderson find most dif-
ficult about his new job? It is the
conducting that worries him the
most. But he is gaining confidence
lie points out, and Ditmer is quick to
agree, noting hes steady improve-
ment. His job is made more difficult
due to the rapid growth of the band.
With 102 members it is even harder
to find enough uniform parts to go
around. New spats and other such
essentials whkft are unique to the
Scottish kilted uniform are on order
now from Pakistan. The largest
percentage of the band, approx-
imately 40 members, are freshmen,
and this also puts a strain on the
drum major and director bee ause
they cannot rely on a large pool of
experienced players.
The thrlU of performing outweighs
all of the difficulties, however.
Apart from the friendships made
and the just plain fun Involved in
making music, Anderson feels that
the band works ashard as it does "to
entertain." "It is the applause"
thatmakes it all worthwhile for him.
"The crowd here is really good." he
adds, and he wants them to go away
feeling good about what they have
seen and heard. Maybe that is why
the band looks and sounds so sharp
as they follow the lead of their new
drum major. They are out there "to
entertain," and with Anderson
leading the way, they are doing it
The 1235 Scot Marching
Photo By Sid
- -
!
New drum major Brad Anderson, wL'
the field tomorrow at the Homecomix
7
Band, under the direction of Nancy Ditmer.
ilastings courtesy of Newsservices
11 lead the Scot Marching Band on
ggame.
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...And the pipers bring it home
By Carrie Allison
Pipe major Bentley Wall., a
sophomore from Solon, Ohio, nods
with approval when asked about the
four pipers currently marching for
the Scot Band. "They're sounding
good so far," he says, and chances
are that he would find plenty of
agreement among the Saturday
afternoon football crowds for whom
the band performs.
The pipers are back in full force
this year in combination with the
marching band, which has been in
existence since before 1939. The
bagpipes have been an organised
component of the Wooster tradition '
since 19S2, and they make any au-
dience sit up and take notice once
the stains of "Scotland the Brave"
fin the fall sky. Two freshmen,
Becky Mellinger from Somerset,
Pennsylvania and Stuart Peterson
from Solon. Ohio add ther piping
skills to those of junior Stephen
Cureton from Charlottesville, --
Virginia and junior Dan Hogenboom
from Northbrook, Illinois.
Sophomore Ellen Elder from Fre-
mont, Ohio will soon join the pipers
after having marched with the
trumpet section for the first few
games.
Just bow does one go about becom-
ing a piper? The first step is to ac-
quire a set of bagpipes, and the Col-
lege assists several of its pipers by
provididng the instrument. Next
comes proficiency on the "chanter,"
the slender pipe with a double reed
and nine finger holes. According to
Wan, proper practice on the ehanter
is crucial to future technical dexteri-
ty. Under the supervision of piping
Instructor, he worked only on the
ehanter for an entire year before ad-
ding his full bagpipe. Fingering is
one of the most difficult aspects of
playing the pipes, says Wall, but it is
through quick fingering that pipinggainslts mique capacity for creativi-
ty. A piper cannot change keys. In
fact, once the steady hum of the
pipes begins, the pitch cannot be ad-justed, but Wall is quick to point out
that pipers can be "creative with
grace notes." It is this liberal
embellishment of simple tunes with
clusters of added notes that gives
Scottish music its lilting quality.
In addition to fingering, the piper
must fill the heather bag with air. It
is important to maintain, constant
air presssure so that the pressure
does not slide uncontrollably up and
down. To do this the piper
simultaneously breathes in and
squeesesthebag.
The air then passes out through
the vibrating single reeds of three
larger pipes known as the "drones,"
with one bass and two tenors. Fur-
ther complications arise from the
fact that the reeds are greatly af-
fected by temperature and humidi-
ty. Excessive dryness can keep the
piper in the warm-u- p stage for up to
an hour.
Wall himself became interested in
the Scottish arts at an early ace. He
began dancing the traditional Scot-
tish dances at age six, and as he
says, "Piping and dandng sort of go
along with each other." He began
piping at age nine, eventually giving
up Inrtng to compete quite suc-
cessfully on the pines. He has since
competed in numerous Scottish
TngMnd games competitions in
both the solo and band categories,
progressing m difficulty from Grade
4 to Grade L One of his proudest
moments was winning a first place
medal in the ItSO North American
Championship Games, held in Max-vCl- e,
Ontario. He has won plently of
other individual and group medals
and competed this summer with a
piping band. He is responsible for
organising piping rehearsals and
seeing to & that when Saturday mor-
ning rolls around, the pipers are
to make Wooster proud,Sparedese rehearsals coincide with
regular band rehearsals, but Wall
conducts them separately from the
full band.
The pipers will continue to remain
an integral Prt of the marching and
concert bands. They help to set this
kilt-weari- ng band apart from any
other standard college band. Band
director Nancy Ditmer praises the
pipers for their hard work and feels
that they are showing improvement
since last year. "Bentleya doing a
super job.'' she says. So remember
to take a closer look at the pipers
next time the band takes the field. A
lot of practice and tradition back up
their performance.
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Armor in the SCA
By Tim Austin --
The SCA recreates as many'
aspects of medieval life as possible.
One of the most important aspects of
the period was the combat, both in
the context of tournaments and on
the field of battle. The SCA recreates
both. Fighting is a big part of
organization. Our kings are chosen
by "Rights of Arms" not to mention
the fact that many events revolve
around a central tournament,
When the SCA started in 1965.
combat was fought in armor as close
as possible to its medieval counter-
parts and with wooden weapons. In-juries were Judged by Judges who
watched the fights. Since that time
Chivalric Combat has become a
highly sophisticated martial art with
complex system ofarmor re-
quirements, weapon forms, and
combat regulations. Injuries are no
longer Judged on the sidelines. Each
combatant is on his own honor in the
determination of the effect of the
blow. For purposes of uniformity, all
fighters are assumed to be wearing
a chainmail shirt and an iron
helmat no matter what armor is ac-
tually worn. In other words, if it
would go through chainmafl, the
blow was "good" and would be
acknowledged by not using the
"wounded,7part of the body.
In the SCA, combat can be divided
into two mam categories, tourna-
ment and melee. In the tournament
fighters square off one-on-o- ne in an
enclosed area caned tne Lists, xnese
tournaments are fought "to the
death", in either a single or double
elimination format Contrary to
Bundy to speak
MeUeorge Bundy, professor of
history at New York University who
was special assistant for national
security affairs for Presidents Ken-
nedy and Johnson, will address
"Nuclear Weapons: The Limits of
Unlimited Force" at The College or
Wooster's Oct ober 7 Limits and Con-
straints Forum Lecture.
His address, scheduled for 7:30 pm
in McGaw ChapeL is open to the
News Service!
i. many other tournament sports, we
acznowieage omy tne winner, xnre
is no true "second place." In the eon-te- xt
of the Lists, strict rules based on
the ideal are followed. No hitting
from behind is allowed. Also, if one
fighter loses his leg and drops to his
knees, it is not uncommon for his op-
ponent to also drop to his knee and
thereby giving up the advantage.
This is called a "point of honor".
Things are very different in the
melee combat In war situations,
there may be as many at 400 or 500
fighters on each side. It should be
noted that these wars are never
serious, although a nonsensical
"declaration" may be made by one
rup against another for the fun ofIn a melee, the two sides may
fight any number of types of battles :
woods, bridge, field, champion, or
even londship vi longship. Melees,
like tournaments, are supervised by
referees called "Marshals" in order
to ensure the safety and the follow-
ing of the "Rules of the Lists".
Safety is one-o- f the factors of
fighting that concerns most people.
It is true. People do get injured occa-
sionally. However, in the entire SCA,
there are fewer injuries in fighting
per year than an average college
football team has in any given
season. Before any fighting occurs,
the m arshals inspect both the armor
and the weapons carefully to ensure
that all the safety rules are being
followed. If an item of armor or a
weapon does not pass inspection, it
must be either fixed or replaced, or
the fighter does not fight Also, all
next week
public without charge.
At 3:30 pm October 7, Bundy will
conduct a news conference in Lowry
Center Faculty Lounge, taking ques-
tions for about 30 minutes.
It was then President-elec- t John
F. Kennedy who appointed Bundy
special assistant to the Presidnent
for national security affairs in
December, 1980. In that capacity,
Bundy served. as t.staff. officer on.
CIfi)Stflfl30ln)tf8
y Jonathan Barclay
Garry Wills, Henry R. Lace Pro--
feasor of American Culture and
Public Policy at Northwestern
University will lecture on the topic,
"Dissent and the Limits of Power"
on October 10 at 7:30 pm in McGaw
Chapel. The lecture is free to the
public.
Wills, born in 1934 in Atlanta,
received his BA from St Louis
University and graduate degrees
from Xavier University in Cincin-
nati and Yale University. He has
been a Fellow at the Canter for
Hellenic Studies in 1961-6- 2, and
taught for a total of 17 years at Johns
Hopkins University until 1981. In
188) Wills took his present position at
Northwestern University.
Wills is a syndicated columnist
and served as contributing editor of
"Esquire" magazine and as election
analyst for the Canadaian Broad-
casting Corporation.
Wills has received numerous
awards including a National Book
Award and Organisation of
American Historians Award.
Among his many books are "Nixon
Agonistes" (1970), "Inventing
America" (1978), "Confessions of a
Conservative" (1979), and"Explain-in- g
America" (1961).
fighters must have been found to be ;
sale and competent before tney arePermitted to fight at official SCA
functions, this process is called(authorization. As a final safeguard,;
medics and trainers called
ehirurgeons" are present at all
fighting areas.
Fighting started in earnest at!
Wooster last year. By the end of theyear we had gone from a group of
eight novices to five authorised
fighters and three fighters in train
ing, one of which was authorized
over the summer. In the firstNovice
tournament held at Wooster last
year, our fighters "placed" se--
eond,thirdjourth, and fifth. Also, at
Pennsic War XIV, an annual event
in Pennsylvania, we were able to
field four fighters in the Woods Bat-
tle, and three in the Field and Bridge
Battles. Wooster also boasts an ex-
cellent safety record. We are yet to!
have a serious injury in either a
tourney or practice. This year we
hope this trend wH continue as five
new fighters are trained.
Anyone who wishes may attend a
Fighter Ptactiee. However, not all of
the people in the SCA fight Some;
people choose the more gentler of
the arts of dance, costuming,
musicetc. As a matter of fact
fighters are encouraged to become
skffled in atleast one of the gentler
arts In order to keep from becoming
a "sword Jock". Fighters from Woo
try to learn medievalSenerally
ance, as well as leatherwork,jewelrymaking, calligraphy, and of
course, armoring.
foreign and defense policy for
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson
until March, 1968, when he became
president of the Ford Foundation.
He retired from that position in 1979
tobegin teaching at NYU.
Bandy received his bachelor's
degree from Yale University in 1940.
The following year he became a
Junior fellow at Harvard University.Early in 1944, Bandy served as a
consultant to the programs division
of the .Economic Cooperation -- Ad
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Make your evening study hours seem shorter
by " munching" some coc-i- es from
Troycr's Home Pantry II
319 E. North Street Wooster
Hours 6 to 6
six selections available
--Cookie coupon -
Was$1.75dz. Now$l.50dz.
Trover's Homo Pantry II
Use our convenient
pickup service
Valid until October 15, 15
The Summer Sun is
Fading, Fast!
HAIR FASHIONS
SUNTAN CENTERS
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ministration, which administered
the Marshall Plan. In 1949, he serv-
ed as research analyst for foreign
policy on a committee recruited by
the Republican presidential can-
didate, Thomas E. Dewey. He then
served as a political analyst for the
Council on Foreign Relations in New
York City in a study of the Marshall
Plan.
In 1949 he returned to Harvard as
a visiting lecturer in government
He was-advance- d -t- o-associate pro
a.
Bui that doesn't mean that you have to! Maintain
that beautiful summertime Ian all year Ions on 001
UVA SUNBLD SYSTEM!
10 TANNING RSESSIONS v
I iniilrri Time Only . "
First Session FREE $5 Value
Daily 8-- 8; Sat. 8--6
Sun. 10- -5
By Appointment
fessor In 1951 and to professor of
government in 1954, maintaining the .
latter position until 19S1. He also
was dean of the faculty of arts and
sciences at Harvard from 195341. - - --
Bundy is editor of "Pattern of
Responsibility" and the author of
"The Strength of Government." He
has received numerous honorary
doctorates and is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, the American Political
Association and the Council on
Foreign Relations.
Bike Club pedals into racing style
Byuranam Kayman
Many of you are probably
wondering who those people riding
brightly-colore- d exotic bicycles are.
Wearing black Spandex shorts and
yellow jerseys, they go flashing off
to the roads of Wayne County. You
give them a questioning glance but
no more.
They are the College of Wooster
bicycle racing club. Th is fall they
have been riding almost every day
in groups of at least five. On the
average, they do a twenty mile loop
around the two-lan- e highways of the
County.
Several of the riders have com-,pet- ed
in races this fall. "The only
reason I started riding was for
health and fitness. I continued when
I discovered the exhilaration of rac-
ing," says sophomore Tom Karsten.
The last race, in Canton, on
September 15, was called the Keener
Wiener Classic. The elliptically-shpe-d
course was about six-tent- hs of
a mile in length. It contained two
hills, one fairly steep and one long
and gently soping. The riders cir-
cuited eighteen times to complete
the race.
TUNE IN TO WCWS 91.9 FM
EVERY WEEKDAY FROM 11 TO
12 NOON TO HEAR OUT PUBLIC
AFFAIRS HOUR. THE TOPICS
FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 7
ARE:
MONDAY: "GAPS BETWEEN
LEADERS AND CITIZENS" AND
"WHO NEEDS THE WELFARE
STATE?"
TUESDAY: CONVOCATION:
"THE COMET IS COMING,"
PROF. GERALD LAS ALA.
WEDNESDAY: "NEW RULES
FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
SPORTS"
THURSDAY: "TOPICS FOR TO-
DAY" WITH SUSAN SCHIEMANN
AND DOUG WHITE.
FRIDAY: "SPORTS MEDICINE
AND WELLNESS"
Against riders wun more ex-
perience, Karsten and sophomore
Greg Janixian finished tenth and
eighth, respectively. Coach and
coordinator of the club Dale Seeds
says, "Considering that many of the
other riders should have been in the
professional race and no in the
citizens race, and were in a sense
ringers, we did pretty well. To show
that well in one of the first races of
the season says that we'll have a
good spring season."
Karsten says, "In the beginning of
the race, we were separated from
the lead pack by some of the slower
riders. By the fifth lap, we were
almost a minute behind, but by the
finish we had made up about thirty--
five seconds and finished twenty
seconds back." In the women's
citizens race, Cathy Neumiller
finished fourth.
In the spring, the club hopes to
compete in races with Eastern col
leges like Harvard, Brown and Yale.
But for now, the club will continue
its training runs until early Novem
ber. The club encourages participa
tion, so if anyone is interested, con
tact Karsten or Janixian at exten-
sion 2732.
Homecoming dance Saturday
The once a year Homecoming
Dance is coming again on October 5(Saturday) from 9 pm to 1 am in the
ballroom in Lowry Center. The band
WYP from Cleveland will be per
forming fabulous dance music.
There will be taped music which is
'especially made for the dance dur-
ing the band breaks; so don't worry
about continuous music.
Refreshments will also be provided.
The Homecoming Dance is very
much valued for it is both a Wooster
tradition and a perfect occasion to
unify people in this College, and it is
because of this that Ichabod's will be
closed on Saturday so everybody can
gather together in the Dance. So this
is your chance to show your
enthusiasm-t- he spirit of Wooster-a-nd
to have a real good time. Don't
miss it!
Scholarship available
The United States Information
Agency (USIA) and the Institute of
International Education (HE) an-
nounces the official opening of the
1986-8- 7 competition for grants for
graduate study or research abroad
in academic fields and for profes-
sional training in the creative and
performing arts. It is expected that
approximately 700 awards to over 70
countries will be available for the
1986-8- 7 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to
' increase mutual understanding bet-
ween the people of the United States
and other countries through the ex-
change of persons, knowledge and
skills. They are provided under the
terms of the Mutal Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
(Fulbright-Hay- s Act) and by foreign
governments, universities, corpora-
tions and private donors.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at
the time of application, who will
generally hold a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent before the beginn-
ing date of the grant and, in most
cases, will be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Creative and performing artists
are not required to have a bachelor's
degree, but they must have four
years of professional study or
equivalent experience.
Application forms and furtner in
formation for students currently
enrolled in the College of Wooster
may obtain from the Fulbright Program Adviser Pablo Valencia, in
Kauke 237. The deadline for filing on
this campus is October 9.
WCWS Public Affairs
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MANAGE YOUR CAREER
WITH A
R0CMguI3do
A t the University of Rochester's Graduate School
of Management you can manage your career with a highly
respected M.B.A. With our wide variety of financial aid and loan
programs, you can manage your finances, too. So, take charge,
and manage your way to a top quality management education.
SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE
Our representative will be at your placement office
October 25
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE:
FKESW.l5E!iffi 1-800-62- 1-0095
From within N.Y. State call: 1-800-46- 2-0073
Call toll free during these hours:
Monday-Frid- ay 10:00 a.m.- - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday 5:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
UNIVERSITY Ut
Any undergraduate major can qualify you as an M.tLA. candidate.
Accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
Member of the Consortium for Graduate Studies in Management
COME IN AND SEE US
... AT
213S. MARKET STREET 264-41-14
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Sports Schedule
October 5: Homecoming!
Men's and Women's Cross Country-Tr- i
State Invitational-Awa- y
Field Hockey : at Kenyon College
Football: Wabash College-Hom- e
Men's and Women's Soccer: Ohio
Wesleyan University
Volleyball: Ohio Wesleyan,
Defiance-Hom- e
October 8:
Field Hockey: at Ashland College
Men's Soccer: at Mt. Union
Volleyball: Ashland and John Car-
roll University-Hom- e
October 9:
Women's Soccer: at Kenyon College
October 4-- 10 M
October 10:
Field Hockey: at
Lake Erie College
(JV Squad)
NORTH
COAST
1S I
ATHLfTIC
COKFXBENCZ
By Sid Hastings courtesy of
News Services
Defense shines as Scots fall to Kenyon 9-- 0
By Dave Carey
The Wooster offense made it eight
consecutive quarters without a score
last Saturday, as the Kenyon Lords
defeated the Scots 9-- 0 in an NCAC
football contest. Field goals of 23, 32
and 40 yards were more than enough
for the Lords as Wooster falls to 1-- 2,
despite a stellar defensive effort.
Although the Wooster defense was
on the field for two thirds of the
game. Kenyon could still not put the
ball in the end zone, as the Scots
defense continues to play well, hav-
ing held John Carroll and Kenyon to
a combined 16 points. Sophomore
Brock Jones had 14 tackles and 2
sacks, and is showing himself to be
one of the premier linebackers in the
league.
One of the more pleasant
surprises on defense has been the
play of freshman middle linebacker
Ron Grimm, 'the Grimm Reaper,'
who has established himself as one
of the most vicious hitters in recent
memory. Against Kenyon, he nearly
decapitated a running back and by
the end of the day was responsible
for 8 tackles and various injuries.
Unfortunately, football is not
decided by who ends up in the
hospital, but by who ends up in the
end zone, and the Scots have not
been there lately. Saturday, the
Scots could gain only three first
downs and were 0 for 6 in third down
conversions. The rushing game was
ineffective and Wooster finished
with only 72 total yards.
If this does not improve things are
sure to get worse. National power
wabash is here tomorrow and
Demson, who racked up 63 points
against Ohio Wesleyan last week, is
next. Without some marked im
provement, the Scots could find
themselves settling in to an old
familiar pattern.
THE
PARTT
SHOP
679 Portage Road
Phona 262-S4- 6
ClevelandSports
S c e n e
Column by Pat Schmitx
Yes indeed folks! It's time once
again for Cleveland Sports Scene, a
weekly look at the unpredictable.
outrageous, but never dull world of
professional sports up by the
mistake by the lake."
The Cleveland Browns proved last
Sunday that they are the only pro
team currently active in this market
by drubbing the San Diego Chargers
out on the West Coast, 21-- 7. Rookie
back Kevin Mack ground out 130
yards on 16 carries, and big fullback
Earnest Byner added another 83
yards on 14 carries. Even second-roun- d
pick Greg Allen got into the
action, averaging 4.5 yarns per
carry in limited action. The Browns
might have also found themselves a
wide receiver. His name isn't John
Jefferson, though, it's Clarence
Weathers, who caught 4 passes for 88
yards, while Jefferson was learning
the Browns' system on offense.
Defensively, the Browns had an
even bigger day, shutting out the
Chargers for three quarters after
knocking out QB Dan Fouts. Reggie
Camp recorded three of Cleveland's
six sacks, while Eddie Jonnson ana
Don Rogers snagged interceptions.
This week, the Browns host New
England, and while the Pats aren't
patsies, they share identical 2-- 2
records with the Browns, who will
enter the game without any major
iniuries.
Adding insult to injury, the
Featherheads, Cleveland's almost-profession- al
baseball unit, lost their
100th same a few days ago to
become the first team to break the
100 loss barrier a few hours before
the Pittsburgh Pirates reached that
landmark. Despite wnat is un-disputa- bly
the worst pitching staff in
baseball, and having the dubious
distinction of being only the third
team to lose 100 games in
Cleveland's eightyfive year history,
the Tribe has had some good in
dividual performances this season,
led by centerfielder Brett Butler, a
gold-glov- e candidate, who is hitting
.308 with 46 stolen bases, and 102
runs scored.
Shortstop Julio Franco has
established his ability with statistics
of .239 6 89, the most RBI's on the
team, as has third baseman Brook
Jacoby who has produced statistics
of .270 19 82 this season. Second year
catcher Gerry Willard (.267 6 32) and
sophomore outfielder (.260 15 55. 23)
had strong second halves, but don't
look for much from the Tribe until
they get some pitching.
the Cavs opened their training
camp with high hopes, but like any
NBA team, have some unresolved
questions. Top draft pick Keith Lee
and starting point guard John
Bagley remain unsigned, while the
NBA has yet to act on the status of
Hot Rod Williams. Although the
Cavs signed free-age- nt guard
Johnny Davis, he doesn't appear to
be in the team's long-ter- m plans,
and the acquisition of another guard,
such as Kyle Macy, Eddie Johnson,
or Mitchell Wiggins remains a
possibility. An even more talented
guard may be in the offing in ex-
change for the likes of a front-cou- rt
player, such as Lonnie Shelton,
Edgar Jones, or Ben Poquette; a
guard, such as Dirk Minnefield or
Davis: or a arart pick, narry
Weltman isn't necessarily done deal
ing yet. As a sidenote, reports say
that eighteen year-ol- d center Gunter
Behnke of Germany, who is 7'4 ,
may be ready for the pros within a
year.
Cross Country
races to finish
By Becky Pickett
After hosting the annual Woosteri
Invitational for the past five years,
the home team finally captured its
victory title. Last Saturday the
Wooster women ran away from all
the competition to a first place finish
with a total of only 26 points. None of
the other nine teams came even
close. The nearest one, Oberlin, took
second place with 93 points.
An excited coacn Penney says,
"It s great to finally win our own in'
vitational. I am totally satisfied
with all of our efforts to date."
Sophomore Patty Smanik defend
ed her title by winning
this year's invitational in a time of
19:20. She was followed by Katie
Keller, fourth place; Stephanie
Scierka, fifth; Amanda Paglow,
seventh; Liz Moran, ninth; Becky
Pickett, tenth; Jean Danowski, fif-
teenth; Cheri Dunbar, twenty-fift- h;
iand Helen Christoffenson,
Pat Schmiti's Cleveland sports
Scene can be heard every Monday at
8:00 p.m. on WCWS Sports Tonight.
V
Photo By Sid Hastings
News Services
All of the Wooster runners placed
within the top half of the entire field
of 74 runners which was quite an ac-
complishment.
Freshman Cheri Dunbar com-
mented, "We're all working well
together. I think it's neat that we
olaced evervone in the too half of the
race."This weekend the team will travel
to Angola, Indiana to compete in the
Tri-Sta- te Invitational. Freshman t
Nancy Nystrom, who has been
Continued on Page 11
py IPeropectfihze...
I By David Dean
On October 5 The College of
Wooster will be eelebratinx the
I treat tradition of Bomecomiu
wnere Alumni. Farentt and Friends
of the college come and share their
memories and experiences, it's a
time to rekindle old friendships, it's
I a tune to aro oat and watch tne Foot'
ban team brin home a victory and
I it's finally a chance to cheer on the
other athletic events that contribute
so much to the all around athletic
department I encourage yon to not
only watch the Football team play
Wabash bat also wander over to the
Soccer Field and help root on the
Men's and Women's Soccer teams as
they battle Ohio Weslyan Universi-
ty. Game time is 11:00 for women
and 4:00 for the men.
So what's happening in the world
of Sports... The Pittsburgh Steelers
wno were in cm an dt themselveslost to Cincinnati with a score of 37--
1 24, Cincinnati is now out of their 0--3
slump. In baseball Peter Ubererroth
is quoted as sayinf the "baseball is
doing everything in its power to halt
the use of illegal drugs." The city of
Chicago plans to open bids for a
dome which would cost 1230435
million. This dome complex scene,
I Shelby Greer, the man who former
Pirate Dave Parker listed as bis
I source of cocaine ls expected to
llBi SflHIf Afl AWSHI SMrflTl tfgammm ftwiiy v er wi vvhmwdistributing cocaine. And for any)
tennis fans Ivan Lend! has been ruH
mjk anil! mm m mintmm A mm mum 4mm WmmAm'
Cap because of an inflamed ulnar
nerve problem. And to top tne sports
Scene I just read that the NCAA ruH
insr body wQ meet this year to
discuss the possible payment of
freshman athletes, the redaction of
athletic scholarships and tougher
minimum academic standards. -
With that in mind I would Kke to
invite yon to read my column every
week as I explore the abases and
misnomers of so called amateur
status at Division m schools such as
Wooster. I win be talking to coaches
from an the NCAC schools and will
attempt to bring oat into the open the
illegal and often times under the
table deals made at small liberal
arts institutions.
In Wooster Sports action the
mighty Scots Football team has
made it very difficult for them to do
easy battle with Allegheny and
Oberlin as they were trounced by
Kenyon College to the tone of 9--0. In
a game which looked better than
their previous match op with Case
Western the Scots displayed good
defensive action while the offense
left something to be desired.
Volleyball spikes it through
By Bob Murphy v- - . - r
The College of Wooster women's
volleyball team has been very busy
in the last week or so, taking their
season record - from 1-- 4 before
September 20th to 7-- 9 before yester-
day's (Oct 3) games against Ohio
Northern University and Findlay
College.
On the weekend of September 20-2- 1,
the Scots made the trip to Oberlin
College for the GLCA tournament
It turned out to be a very successful
Friday for the team, as they took
four in a row. First they resoun-dingly beat Earlham in two sets, 15-- 7,
15-- 2. The team then went on to
beat Ohio Wesleyan in two sets
again, 154, 15--4. In a tougher, come
from behind victory, the women
Scots beat Depaow in three sets,
wearing the other team oat by the
end. The sets went 12-1- 5, 15-1- 0, 15-- 1.
To cap that aU off, the C.O.W.
volleyball team took Kenyon,
beating them 17-1-5 in the first set
and 154 in the second. On Saturday,
the Scots lost a hard fought match to
Albion College in three sets, 15-1- 7,
14-1-4, 10-1-5. Then, in a very disap-
pointing loss, the Scots fell to Ke-
nyon after defeating them the day
before. The sets went 9-1- 5, 10-1- 5.
The next two games played by the
volleyball team after the tourna-
ment were on September 24th
against Walsh College and Witten-bnr-g
College. The Scots split thatday's games, beating Walsh in three
sets. 4-1-5, 15-1- 1. 15-1- 0. and losing to
Wittenberg in only two sets, 4-1- 5, 12-1-5.
This brought the season total to 4
wins and 7 losses going into the Ohio
Northern Invitational last weekend,
September 27-2- 3.
The Scots did not do as well as they
had hoped to at the Invitational, poll-
ing out only one victory from the
three games played. That victory
came over Capital College, the first
game the Scots played. It took the
Scots only two smart sets to down
the Capital team 15-- 7, 154. That was
the end of the good news for the
volleyball team there, as next they
took on a sharp Baldwin-Wallac- e
team, a team that had beaten the
Scots twice before already this
season.voice
The third time was not the charm for
the Scots as they lost in straight sets,
7-1- 5, 4-1- 5. After Baldwin-Wallac- e,
the women faeed the team from
George Williams College, It was a
closer matchup, bat again the Scots
could not master up the stuff needed
to win, and they lost in two sets. Il-
ls, 10-1- 5.
Several people on the team are
having very good seasons this year,
despite the team's only so-s- o record.
Tammy Allen has spiked her way to
a team leading 11 kills, setting the
pace for the team's high leapers.
Also having an outstanding year is
Athena Lambrinidou, with 43 kills
and 14 solo blocks, showing her pro-
wess at both offense and defense. Of
coarse, both of these players count
on the invaluable assistance of Nora
Land and Bernice Walker, team
leaders in set-op- s.
Writers BlockCured
Send S2 for catalog of
over 16 , OOO topics to
assist your writing eff-
orts and help you beat
Writers' Block. For info.,
call TOLL-FR- EE 1-80O-6- 21-5745.(In Illinois call
312-922-03- 00.) Authors' Re-
search Rm. 600-- N, 407 South
Dearborn Chicago IL 60605.
I
Hen's
Cross country
I By Chuck Brady
some peopie mij aunouic u w
peaking early, other see it as a mid-- ;
season slump, bat whatever the
cause, the Wooster lien's Cross
Country team seems to have lost
some of the intensity with which it
began the season. After going
undefeated in the first two weeks
and taking a strong second place at
the GLCA meet the Scots faeed
some high quality competition on
their home coarse this past Saturday
and came away with a fourth place
finish in the Wooster Invitational.
Winning the meet was Wittenberg
Universtiy with 53 pts. followed by
Case Western Reserve with 55 pts.
Case runner Vince Van Bnrik claim-
ed the individual victory with a time
of 24:44 over Wooater's 4J mile
coarse. Ifaskingam took third place
with 51 pts. followed by the College
of Wooster with 45 pts, "We didn't
run poorly," said Coach Bean with
regard to his team's race. "We just
had a number of men who didn't ran
the race they are capable of." The
Wooster did a fine Job of pack runn-
ing in fact an finishing within a
minute of each other, bat their pack
was just too far back in the field.
Scott Mellor ran his best race of the
season to head the Scots with a 12th
place finish in 27:21. He was follow
ed oy Todd Keuener (Z7:Z5) in i4tn
place, Todd Fach (27:33) in 14th
place, Paul Fleming (27:57) in 20th
place and Chuck Brady (Z8:00) in
23rd place. Scott Ifichalek in 24th
place and David Dean in 29th place
rounded oat Wooater's varsity posi-
tions. Coach Bean had nothing bat
praise for the Wooster JV squad
which ran immediately after the
Varsity race. With a number of run-
ners running their first meet of the
season because of injury, and others
competing at the five mile distance
for the first time ever, Coach Bean
was impressed, voice
Gene Toy led the Scots JV finishing
5th in 29:11. Also breaking 30
minutes were Thorn Kuehls in 8th
place and Brent Bunnell in 12th.
Wooster had 19 runners in the open
race who all ran well exemplifying
the concept of team running.
Special congratulations go out to
Nick Young who competed in his
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first Collegiate cross country race
and to Bill Townsend, Pete Ragone
and Dave Brandt who have recently BT Uln uajani
come off injuries to compete.
Cross Country
Continued from Page 10
resting from an injury for the past
couple of weeks, plans to rejoin her
teammates. Another freshman,
Angela Sinopoli, who has been
unable to compete since the season
began because of an injury, also
hopes to get back into the racing
scene this weekend. The rest of the
team win certainly welcome the ad-
ditional strength they will have with
these two runners back on the team.
Hetfneed) Cae One
Whore arc our rivals
Column By Dave Carey j
Tuesday afternoon behind the P.E.C. a small crowd cf
Scot faculty, students and townspeople took advantage
of one of the fringe benefits of higher education: inter-
collegiate athletics. The Wooster men's soccer team
was taking on IIarietta as the Scotties were battling
Denison in field hockey, and the crowd in attendance
had to make a difficult decision between two closegames.
In the game with the big ball and the big goal, Wooster
was almost too generous, wasting half a dozen scoring
opportunities before senior Doug Hart scored what
would be the only goal of the game for either team.
Wooster now finds tnemseives playing as well as they
have all season with perennial power Ohio Wesleyan
here on Saturday. It will take an outstanding effort on
the part of the Scots to defeat Wesleyan, and considering
that it is the homecoming game it should be an exciting
contest
Just a few yards west of the soccer field the Scottiesjumped out to a 1--0 lead on some Carol Ifartin stick
wizardry, only to nave tne Big uea oz Denison score late
in the second half forcing the game to end in a
stalemate. The intensity on the hockey field could be
sensed even by those concentrating on the soccer
game.and it is not surprising. For some reason, Wooster
vs. Denison in ueia nocney is proDamy tne oniy true
rivalry in Wooster sports these days. This point is cer-
tainly arguable and I am not attempting to offend
anyone with this statement, but how about it? Time was
Wooster vs. Mt. Union in football was a hot ticket: no
more, they do not even play regularly. Wooster soccer
and lacrosse still look to Ohio Wesleyan with disgust,
but these rivalries have been rather one-sid- ed lately.
For a true rivalry, there must be some mutuality involv-
ed. Wooster-Kenyo- n swimming is the same way, but
why is this? Are all college rivalries dead? Certainly
not Having attended a xootbau game at tne university
of Michigan this weekend I can attest to it Beforedenarling. I mistakenly asked a Buckeye fan for direc
tions to Ann Arbor. His surly reply: 'North till you smell
it and west till you step in it' Ah, signs of a true rivalry.
Even in Division III there are still plenty. Woosters
football opponent this week, Wabash, has the Uonon
Bell displayed on their media guide, the prize awarded
to the victor of the DePauw-Wabas- h game, a rivalry
that gets national attention.
Women's Soccer suffers scthzch
The Fighting Scots women's
team saw its record drop to 1-- 1
after last week's action. Wooster
travelled to Oberlin on Thursday
September 2S and was defeated 4--2.
The Scotties turned in a lackluster
performance at Obertin's field.
They were unable to generate much
offense in the first half as the only
goal was scored on a penalty kick by
forward Betty Title. The Scotties
played better in the second
were unable to overcome the
built up by a very quick Oberlin
team. Center forward Handle Mit-
chell scared Wooater's second goal.
The team then played Allegheny
on Saturday September 21.
Although the final score wss 5--1, it
waa in no way Indicative of the way
the Scotties played. This time the
team played aggressively and in-
tensely for the full 90 minutes. The
Gators proved to be a very physical
ana quicc team ana tne game was
exciting as play was constantly mov-
ing un and down the field
Coach Barb DeLuca remains con-
fident about the team and feels there
is a great deal of talent on it. Ex-
perience win help the team,
especially in making the transition
from aezense to accuse.
Tomorrow, the Scotties play Ohio
Wesleyan at 11:00 at the Carl Dale
Field. Please come oat to the game
to cheer the Scotties to victory
before the Homecoming parade and
football game.
With CWRUstO in first place (4--
,2--s NCAC). the Spartans took a
week off from Conference play wsa
the win over JCU. Denison, tils
yeara preseason pick, got it an
together sataroay wun a oia win
over Ohio Wesleyan. ItwastheEis
Red's second straight KCAC win and
they are in second place. Kezyon
moved inte uura puce wen a s--o ver-
dict over Wooster. Both Allejleny
and Oberlin, in non-Conferen- ce ac-
tion, registered then first wins cf the
season and may start to cure u xzt
race. Allegheny scored a 12--7 win
over always-toug- h Westminster(PA), while Oberlin exploded on
Kalamazoo (UD.S4-U.- .. ,
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October 4
October 5
October 6
Films: Pink Panther Strikes Again 7:00p.m.
Witness 9:30 p.m.
Mateersi.oo
Bonfire : Behind Severance Stadium 7:00 p.m.
Bill Noftsinger Jazz Group
Mom's Truck Stop after the bonfire
Homecoming Parade: Memorial Walkway 12:30 p.m.
Films: Witness 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
MateerSl.OO
All Campus Dance: Lowry Center Ballroom
Oct. 6-1-9: Art Exhibit:
Women Artists of the Arts and Crafts
Recreation: Rock climbing at Whipp's Ledges
Classic Film: Wild Strawberries
Ingmar Bergman Mateer 7:30 p.m.
r-F-s 5sst--
Oct. 4--6: Homecoming Weekend
October 7
&M M.I. i --.v
It will be mostly cloudy with a chance of raintoday and a high of 63 to 68. Tonight promises
to be mostly cloudy, breezy and cooler with a
chance of rain and a low dipping down to 35 to 40JUnfortunately, the weekend will not be as mild or
as sunny as those of past weeks for the
Homecoming festivities. Skies will be partly
cloudy to cloudy on Saturday and Sunday. Thereis a chance of rain over the weekend. Highs willbe 54 to 59 on Saturday and Sunday with lows both
mornings of 34 to 39. TRIVIA: A wind rose is adiagram designed to provide wind data at a glance'
Octobers
October 9
October 10
X
Oct 7-1- 0: College Bowl Dally Hatches
limits and Constraints: Nuclear Weapons:
The Limits of Unlimited Force
McGeorge Bundy McGaw Chapel 7:50 p.m.
Convocation: The Comet is Coming
Professor Gerald LaSala
Mateer 11:00 a.m.
Seminar: Black Studies
Lowry Center 119 4:00 pan.
Graduate School Day: Ohio State University
Lowry Center Lounge 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
French Film : A Bout de Souffle
Library Preview Room 7:30p.m.
Ichabod's: 9:00-11:0- 0 p.m.
Limits and Constraints: Dissent and the Limits of
Power
Garry Wills McGraw Chapel 7:30 p.m
WHO SAYS YOU HAVE TO STUDY AT THE LIBRARY
OR IN YOUR ROOM?
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO
n
Study HaH SpeciaL I
FREE BEVERAGE AND REFILLS WITH COLLEGE
.. .
...
ID
...
. .. ..
OFFER GOOD DAILY AFTER 1:00 P.M.
!
New II CherryCoir;.
J22BEALL AVE. 264-45- 05
M0N-TH- UR
10:30-1- 1 :00
FR1-S- AT
10:30- - 12:00
SUN
11:00-11:0- 0
